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OVERVIEW
WHAT IS LNG?
LNG (liquefied natural gas) facilities convert natural gas into
liquid form by cooling it to about -162° Celsius. In a liquefied
state, LNG takes up about 1/600th the volume of natural gas in
its vapour state, making it more efficient to transport in specially
designed cryogenic carriers to overseas markets.

Wherever oil and gas are found, they need to make their way
from the source to the consumer. The various stages and
activities these resources go through to make their way to
market are broadly grouped by the industry into one of three
categories: upstream, midstream and downstream. LNG
processing falls into the midstream category and LNG facilities
are categorized as downstream. (For a more detailed illustration
of the three sectors, see p. 1 of the Labour Market Outlook 2016 to
2020 for Canada’s Oil and Gas Industry report.)

LNG is safe, non-toxic, non-corrosive and does not mix with
water or soil. In the event of a release, it reverts back to a gas
and disperses into the atmosphere.
Many of Canada’s proposed LNG projects include the
construction of a liquefaction plant and associated port facilities.
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FIGURE 1 SOURCE: PETROLMI
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CANADA’S PROPOSED LNG EXPORT PROJECTS
In addition to these projects, six new or expanded pipeline
projects have been announced in B.C. to provide the
infrastructure required to connect natural gas produced in
northeast B.C. with the LNG production facilities proposed on
the province’s west coast. No new pipelines are proposed on
the east coast.

In Canada, 23 LNG export projects have been proposed to date:
19 in British Columbia (B.C.), one in Quebec and three in Nova
Scotia. The conversion of New Brunswick-based Canaport LNG
from an LNG import facility to an export facility is also under
consideration.

MAP OF PROPOSED LNG PIPELINES AND TERMINALS
IN B.C.
(AS OF APRIL 4, 2016)

MAP OF PROPOSED LNG TERMINALS ON
THE EAST COAST
(AS OF APRIL 4, 2016)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Canada is the world’s fifth
largest natural gas producer
and has enough natural gas
reserves to meet the country’s
current energy demand for
300 years.
Canada tends to be a high-cost jurisdiction for resource
development, partially due to the expenses associated with
building and operating in what are often remote locations and
the additional investment required for procuring material,
equipment and labour.

Sophisticated new technologies have been developed that make
the production of natural gas from hard-to-reach reserves
much more viable. The widespread use of horizontal drilling
and hydraulic fracturing has unlocked natural gas from shale
and tight reservoirs. This additional source of natural gas has
driven prices down and created significant growth of domestic
supply in the United States. This, in turn, has decreased the
demand for imports from Canada.

Competing countries, such as Australia, the U.S. and Africa, have
LNG facilities in operation or under construction. They are ready
to supply the current global demand for LNG, and are also wellpositioned to cost-effectively increase production and conduct
timely expansions based on market demand.

Market diversification is imperative for sustaining
Canada’s natural gas sector and its contributions to
the national economy.

The feasibility of Canada’s LNG sector requires an
understanding of costs and disciplined spending, including
costs associated with labour. Exploring LNG in Canada provides
an overview of the construction, upstream, midstream and
downstream labour that will be needed if the construction of
one large-scale two-train LNG facility and one medium-scale
two-train plant move forward before the end of 2020.

As a cleaner burning fuel source, natural gas is expected
to replace an increasing amount of coal and diesel in power
generation and reduce greenhouse gas emissions both
nationally and internationally. Demand in Canada is also
expected to grow in the industrial and electricity sectors,
however, to sustain further growth, the industry will need to
diversify markets by exporting to Asia and Europe.

EXPLORING LNG IN CANADA
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LNG-RELATED LABOUR DEMAND
Construction
The scale of an LNG project will drive
on-site construction labour demand. For
an LNG facility, the size of the project
is measured by the number and size
of trains. For a pipeline, the number of
pipeline segments that will be constructed
will drive the number of workers that will
be required.

As the chart below illustrates, the peak
on-site construction workforce for a
large two-train plant is projected to
be approximately 5,240 workers. The
peak on-site construction workforce for
a medium two-train plant is projected
to be approximately 3,300 workers.
Labour demand peaks for both plants
towards the end of the second year of their
construction timelines.

Although the scale and number of
trains impacts the number of on-site
construction workers required to build
an LNG plant, the composition of the
workforce is relatively similar. Likewise,
for pipeline construction, the length,
or number of segments of pipeline,
will determine how many workers are
required, but the composition of the
workforce remains the same.

Assuming one pipeline project moves
forward, on-site workforce requirements
are projected to peak at about 4,260
workers in the third year of its
construction timeline.

Both types of labour demand are
dominated by construction trades helpers
and labourers, as well as skilled trades.

ON-SITE LNG FACILITY AND
PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION
WORKFORCE REQUIREMENTS
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SOURCE: PETROLMI
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LNG development in Canada is expected
to have the greatest impact on B.C.’s
upstream and midstream sectors as
export facilities proposed for Eastern
Canada and Quebec plan to use natural
gas supply from the eastern United States
– at least initially.
A significant decline in capital and
operating expenditures in B.C.’s natural
gas industry occurred between 2014
and 2015 due to the combination of the
economic downturn and ongoing delays
of any financial investment decisions
(FID) for LNG. Both factors have created
uncertainty that limits investment
through 2017. In 2015, B.C.’s upstream and
midstream employment was estimated to
be 10,580 – a drop of about 2,300 (-18%)
jobs from 2014. While more job losses
are expected through 2016, the province’s
employment is projected to fare better
than Canada’s other energy-producing
regions between 2017 and 2018 and
recover to near-2014 levels by the end
of 2020. This optimism is based on the
assumption that construction of one large
two-train LNG facility will be underway
before the end of the forecast period.
In this report, PetroLMI offers two
scenarios to illustrate the potential
impact on B.C.’s natural gas upstream
and midstream activity and employment.
The difference between the Higher and
Lower scenarios is the timing of the
capital investment required to develop the
LNG sector. LNG prices are assumed to
remain connected to oil prices in that the
LNG sector is perceived as a long-term
opportunity to eventually replace oil. If
oil prices decrease or stay low, the price
of LNG must also decrease in order to
remain competitive. Therefore, capital
spending and upstream employment in
B.C. is expected to ramp up more quickly
in the Higher scenario where oil prices
are projected to increase to US$80 per
barrel by 2020. In the Lower scenario,
the lower oil prices ($60 per barrel by
2020) drive slower spending for LNG and,
therefore, slower employment growth in
the province.
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B.C. UPSTREAM AND MIDSTREAM
EMPLOYMENT TO 2020
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SUMMARY OF B.C.’S DIRECT EMPLOYMENT
PROJECTIONS TO 2020
ESTIMATED EMPLOYMENT IN 2015
CHANGE FROM 2014

10,580

LOSS OF 2,300 (-18%) JOBS FROM 2014
LOWER SCENARIO

HIGHER SCENARIO

Employment change in 2016

-2,140 (-20%)

-1,510 (-14%)

Projected employment increase
2017–2020

+2,175 (+26%)

+2,800 (+31%)

Age-related attrition 2017–2020

830

890

Net hiring requirements
(industry activity + age-related
attrition) 2017–2020

3,005

3,690

The chart, above, illustrates the
upstream and midstream employment
requirements to address domestic,
U.S. and LNG export demand.
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Labour demand within B.C.’s upstream
and midstream sectors goes beyond
employment created by industry spending
and also includes job openings due to
age-related attrition. Age-related attrition
is expected to have an impact on B.C.’s
hiring requirements, but not before 2017.
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LNG Facility Operations

Ongoing and Turnaround Maintenance

The workforce required to operate LNG
facilities (downstream) is relatively
small in comparison to the construction,
upstream and midstream sectors.
Between 200 and 350 direct positions per
plant are required, depending on the plant
size and the technology implemented.
While LNG facilities are not expected to
be in operation before 2020, hiring will
ramp up 12 to 18 months in advance of
operations to ensure that workers are
adequately trained and available to assist
with plant commissioning and start-up
activities. As a result, operations staff
may be in place before the end of 2020
should the development of an LNG sector
progress more quickly, as is suggested in
the Higher scenario.

The development of the LNG sector will
increase the need for skilled trades
involved in ongoing and turnaround
maintenance. Operating companies
typically contract this maintenance work
to third-party providers. The same type
of workforce is used for a variety of
industrial ongoing and turnaround plant
maintenance, including oil sands, mining,
pulp and paper, petrochemical and power
generation plants.

Similar Occupations Required Across
LNG Sub-sectors
Considerable occupational similarities
exist across LNG’s construction,
maintenance and operations sub-sectors,
due to the similarities of work activities
and use of the same equipment and
materials. Therefore, the technical
qualifications and skills required by
these sub-sectors are often transferable.
Investment in occupations that support
the shorter-term construction of the
sector, as well as longer-term operations
and maintenance, will likely produce
the greatest returns on workforce
development.

OCCUPATIONAL TRANSFERABILITY
ACROSS LNG SUB-SECTORS
OCCUPATION
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LABOUR SUPPLY
CONSIDERATIONS
Based on learnings from previous oil
and gas development, the LNG sector
will need to look locally, provincially,
nationally and, in some cases,
internationally for workers.
A number of studies in recent years have
shown that the local labour supply will not
be able to meet the total labour demand
required to develop and sustain an LNG
sector in Canada. Companies may need
to consider a multi-pronged approach
in order to develop, attract, recruit and
retain workers from a variety of labour
supply sources. Local hiring is a priority of
all companies and communities involved
in LNG development as it is an opportunity
to address the sector’s need for a costeffective construction and operations
workforce while addressing communities’
needs for socio-economic growth.
However, many of the regions slated for
LNG-related development are remote and
sparsely populated. Increasing local and
regional labour force participation rates
will contribute to local hiring, but it will
take concerted effort to transition those
who are only partially attached to the
labour market to becoming fully attached
workers in the labour force.

If LNG-related construction begins prior
to 2020, the sector may be able to take
advantage of the availability of skilled
and experienced workers due to the
slowdown in oil sands construction in
Alberta and decreased employment
across Canada’s upstream and midstream
sectors. Since many of the proposed
LNG projects will be located in remote
locations, it’s expected that a rotational
workforce will be used extensively.
New Canadians are a labour supply pool
that can often be overlooked due to their
lack of Canadian qualifications and/or
work experience. Yet, this talent pool
is highly motivated to take on work in
locations where others are not. Providing
these workers support to help them
understand the potential opportunities in
these locations and foreign qualification
equivalencies, as well as assisting in
integrating them into smaller, more
remote communities, can prove beneficial.

While the goal of the sector and
governments is to minimize the use of
international workers in the development
of Canada’s LNG sector, out-of-country
expertise, especially for senior technical
and managerial roles, is required given
the sector’s infancy. The bulk of LNG
expertise required already exists with
project proponents, and many general
contractors and employees have been
transferred to Canada to fill key positions.
If multiple LNG projects or other resource
development projects were to proceed
simultaneously, project owners and
general contractors may also look to
international construction workers to
address peak labour demand.
A considerable amount of collaboration
between Canada’s natural gas industry
and governments is already taking
place in order to train the workforce
required to develop and sustain an
economically viable LNG sector. The
challenge will be to continue to take
advantage of this collaboration if multiple
projects move forward and competition
for workers increases.

CONCLUSION
The availability of a large, skilled
construction workforce will be required
to ensure that these LNG facilities
and connecting pipelines are built in a
timely and cost-effective manner. Just
as importantly, a significant upstream,
midstream and downstream operations
workforce will be required to explore
for, produce and transport natural gas
to these LNG facilities. Meanwhile,
ongoing and turnaround maintenance
workers will play a key role in ensuring
the operational reliability and efficiency
of these plants and will help to drive the
sector’s profitability.

EXPLORING LNG IN CANADA

Canada’s LNG projects lack the local and
regional labour supply needed to support
their development, but the substantial job
losses that have occurred within the oil
and gas industry in the past 18 months due
to the economic downturn may provide
LNG facility and pipeline project owners
the opportunity to access the required
sources of skilled labour. Likewise, new
Canadians and international workers are
further sources should an FID be realized
by the end of 2020.
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Maintaining the productivity and
profitability advantages that have been
realized through recent cost-reductions by
Canada’s oil and gas industry is important.
The more that industry and labour supply
stakeholders actively plan for workforce
needs, the more likely they are to be
able to effectively manage labour costs
and maintain a sustainable LNG sector
should any of the proposed projects move
forward.
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INTRODUCTION
Canada is the world’s fifth largest natural
gas producer and has enough natural gas
reserves to meet the country’s current
energy demand for 300 years.
SOURCE: CAPP’S WEBSITE HTTP://WWW.CAPP.CA/CANADIAN-OIL-AND-NATURAL-GAS/NATURAL-GAS
(ACCESSED APRIL 4, 2016)

Natural gas has been a part of Canada’s
energy mix since it was first discovered
in 1859. Currently, about one-third of
Canada’s entire energy needs are met by
this resource. Not only is it abundant, but
it is relatively easy to transport through
pipelines and burns more cleanly than
other hydrocarbons. Because of these
properties, natural gas has become an
important fuel for residential, commercial
and industrial applications.
Sophisticated new technologies have
been developed to make the production of
natural gas from hard-to-reach reserves
much more viable. The widespread use of
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing
has unlocked natural gas from shale and
tight reservoirs. This additional source of
natural gas has driven prices down, and
created the significant growth of domestic
supply in the United States. This, in turn,
has decreased the demand for imports
from Canada.
Market diversification is imperative for
sustaining Canada’s natural gas sector
and its economic benefits.
As a cleaner burning fuel source,
natural gas is expected to replace
an increasing amount of coal and
diesel in power generation and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions both
nationally and internationally.

1

Demand in Canada is also expected to
grow in the industrial and electricity
sectors, however, to sustain growth, the
industry will need to diversify markets by
exporting to Asia and Europe.
In order for natural gas to be transported
offshore, it must be cooled and converted
to liquefied natural gas (LNG) at an LNG
production facility. Once liquefied, the
product is stored and then shipped in
specialized LNG cryogenic vessels to an
import terminal at its destination where
it is regasified. In Canada, 23 LNG export
projects have been proposed to date:1 19
in British Columbia (B.C.), one in Quebec
and three in Nova Scotia. The conversion
of New Brunswick-based Canaport LNG
from an LNG import facility to an export
facility is also under consideration.

We need access to
new natural gas markets,
especially the global
LNG market, to strengthen
the long-term prosperity
of Canada’s natural
gas industry.
Stuart Mueller, Manager,
Transportation and Supply, CAPP
Context: Energy Examined,
August 3, 2015

In addition, six new or expanded pipeline
projects have been announced in B.C. to
provide the infrastructure required to
connect natural gas produced in northeast
B.C. with the LNG production facilities
proposed on the province’s west coast.
Currently, proposed LNG projects for
Quebec and Nova Scotia would use
existing pipelines that carry natural
gas from the eastern United States to
Canada. But, the potential for Canadian
natural gas from onshore or offshore
sources to feed an eastern LNG project
does exist in the future.

http://engage.gov.bc.ca/lnginbc/lng-projects/, media reports and company websites (accessed March 2, 2016).
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To be successful, Canada’s emerging
LNG sector needs to be competitive in the
established global market.
While it is expected that not all proposed
LNG projects are likely to proceed in
Canada, the opportunity for LNG exports
holds promise, and proponents are
optimistic that projects will proceed under
the right conditions. For the LNG sector to
become successful, industry costs have
to be competitive with other markets and
alternative fuel sources. Canada is faced
with competition from countries that are
more established in the LNG market –
proponents are carefully weighing the
benefits and challenges, as well as the
long-term rate of return from these
proposed projects.
Canada provides many benefits, including:
• An abundance of supply from
a politically stable country
• Regulations and laws that govern the
industry’s environmental and safety
performance
• A cooler climate that would increase
the efficiency of the cooling process to
convert natural gas to a liquid
• Faster and more economical travel time
from Canada’s west coast to markets
in Asia and from Canada’s east coast
to markets in Europe
• Experienced project owners and
partners with investments in both
Canada (natural gas supply) and
destination countries (demand for LNG)
• A well-trained, safety-sensitive
labour force
Canada faces its challenges as well. It
tends to be a high-cost jurisdiction for
resource development, in part, due to
the costs associated with constructing
and operating in what are often remote
locations, and the additional investment
required to procure materials, equipment
and labour.

EXPLORING LNG IN CANADA

While the development of Canada’s LNG
sector will generally require a significant
investment in greenfield projects,
competing countries, such as Australia,
the U.S. and Africa, have LNG facilities
that are currently either in operation
or under construction. They are ready
to supply the current global demand
for LNG, and are also well-positioned
to cost-effectively increase production
and conduct timely expansions based on
market demand.
As Canada’s LNG industry is emerging,
the required appropriate fiscal,
regulatory and legal processes will
take time to establish. Meanwhile,
conducting broad public consultations
and negotiating partnerships with First
Nations communities affects timelines,
as does educating communities that have
historically not participated in the natural
gas sector, but will now be impacted by the
development of the resource.
The success of Canada’s LNG sector
requires an understanding of costs and
disciplined spending, including costs
associated with labour. Exploring LNG
in Canada provides an overview of the
construction, upstream, midstream
and downstream labour that will be
needed if one large-scale two-train LNG
facility and one medium-scale two-train
project move forward. PetroLMI’s labour
market reports are intended to provide
governments, industry, and education
and training institutions quantitative
and qualitative analysis to assist with
workforce planning, and program and
policy development. The findings are
based on commodity price and spending
assumptions at the time of research.
Continued economic and market changes
will impact forecasts accordingly.

This report is complemented by three
additional reports:
• Oil Sands Construction, Operations and
Maintenance Labour Demand Outlook to
2020 (released February 2016) analyzes
the impact on oil sands construction,
operations and maintenance workforce
requirements as the sector shifts from
a phase of significant expansion to one
focused on operational efficiency and
reliability.
• Labour Market Outlook 2016 to 2020 for
Canada’s Oil and Gas Industry (released
April 2016) presents employment
projections for exploration and
production, oil sands, oil and gas
services and pipelines by operating
area. Using two scenarios, this report
examines the shift in employment
between 2014 and 2015 and the
implications going forward if sustained
low oil prices persist.
• Labour Demand Outlook 2016 to 2020
for Saskatchewan’s Oil and Gas Industry
(released April 2016) examines the
growth of Saskatchewan’s oil and gas
industry, supported by the development
of a competitive business environment
and the implementation of productionenhancing technologies. This
report also examines the workforce
implications of the current low oil
price environment.

From Australia to the U.S.
gulf coast to East Africa and
Russia … the race is on to
serve the Asian market. We
are in the race, but we also
know there is a short-term
potential that LNG supply may
out-pace demand.
Brian Keane, President,
B.C. LNG Alliance
Speech to Canadian Energy Research
Institute, March 2015
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SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
The following report analyzes the workforce
required to 2020 in order to develop and sustain
an LNG sector in Canada, including construction,
upstream, midstream and downstream operations.
Quantitative projections are provided for
the following:

On-site Construction
Labour demand required for the
construction of on-site LNG facilities and
pipelines to 2020.

Upstream and Midstream
Hiring requirements based on activity
level and age-related attrition (retirement
and natural deaths) for upstream and
midstream operations to 2020. These
requirements are broken down by industry
sector, including:
• Oil and gas services sector:
–– Drilling and completions services
–– Petroleum services, including
well services, oilfield construction
and maintenance, production and
transportation services
• Exploration and production
(E&P) sector:
–– Exploration and production of
conventional and unconventional
natural gas reserves, including
liquids-rich natural gas, tight gas
and shale gas
–– Natural gas processing
• Pipeline sector:
–– Storage and mainline transmission
of natural gas

EXPLORING LNG IN CANADA

Downstream
LNG facility direct employment
(operations).
Also included in this report is additional
qualitative analysis of the workforce
required for ongoing and turnaround
maintenance of facilities and operations.
Insight is provided into the potential
transferability of occupations, skills and
experience across the full LNG sector.
Opportunities for sustainable employment
that go beyond the forecast period of 2020
are also highlighted.

LABOUR DEMAND METHODOLOGY
PetroLMI’s LNG-related labour
demand projections are produced
using a modelling system developed
in consultation with industry and the
expertise of labour market forecasting
economists. To determine labour demand
due to industry activity, the modelling
system uses the relationship between key
employment drivers and their in-scope
occupations for each of the upstream and
midstream sectors.
PetroLMI further examined historical data
to determine the relationship between
upstream and midstream occupations and
employment drivers. This data was then
validated with industry representatives.
Significant efforts have been made
to ensure PetroLMI’s upstream and
midstream labour demand model reflects
the occupational shifts that have occurred
with the increased complexity of drilling
and completions activities used to develop
Canada’s unconventional reserves.
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For detailed information on the upstream
methodology, see the Labour Market
Outlook 2016 to 2020 for Canada’s Oil and Gas
Industry report.
To determine the relationship between
the employment driver and construction
occupations, PetroLMI collaborated with
a construction project management
firm, which examined comparative
LNG facility and pipeline projects in
Qatar and Australia. Adjustments were
made based on the level of productivity
for construction within the Canadian
environment, including work shifts,
weather, climate and the level of unionized
workforce. Detailed occupational
information was then validated with
industry representatives. Similarly,
PetroLMI examined data for workforce
requirements for existing international
LNG facilities supplied by the construction
project management firm and then
validated its assumptions with Canadian
project proponents.
The nature of the work for in-scope
construction occupations is to move from
project to project. Therefore, this analysis
assumes that a worker will complete
a project before choosing to retire, so
that worker’s retirement does not create
additional demand for that project. Rather,
it decreases the number of workers
available for subsequent projects. As a
result, for the construction occupations
included in this report, retirements are
considered to be a labour supply concern.

APRIL 2016

SUMMARY OF SECTORS, OCCUPATIONS
AND EMPLOYMENT DRIVERS
SECTOR AND NUMBER OF NOC 3 GROUPS

EMPLOYMENT DRIVER AND ASSUMPTIONS

LNG facility on-site construction
(39 occupations)

• Number of trains and size of plant constructed
–– Economies of scale are realized when more than one train is constructed
at a time. A 1:1.7 multiplier is used for each additional train depending on
the occupation
–– Assumptions related to the amount of modular fabrication that will be
completed offsite
• Five year (20 quarters) construction timeline

LNG pipeline on-site construction
(35 occupations)

• Number of pipeline segments constructed
–– Each segment is estimated to be 160 kilometres (km)
• Construction timeframe aligns with LNG facility construction it supports

3

Upstream and midstream activity:
Oil and gas services, E&P and pipelines

Labour demand due to industry activity:

48 occupations + other category (includes any
residual occupations to ensure all industry
employment is captured)

Workforce requirements due to age-related attrition:

Downstream LNG facility operations
(9 occupations + other category)

• Number of trains and structure of shifts as facilities operated continuously
24 hours a day and 365 days a year

• E&P capital and operating expenditures as provided by ARC Financial Corp.
• Compares occupation-specific age of retirement to the age demographic
of each core occupation to calculate age-related attrition rates of the
industry’s workforce

National Occupational Classification

TABLE 1 SOURCE: PETROLMI

Photo credit: Spectra Energy
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LNG-RELATED LABOUR DEMAND
This section reviews labour demand requirements for the
various LNG sub-sectors, including on-site construction,
upstream and midstream natural gas activity, and LNG facility
operations. It also explores, but does not quantify, the
occupations required to maintain operations.
ON-SITE CONSTRUCTION
WORKFORCE REQUIREMENTS
The LNG projects announced to date in
Canada are wide-ranging. To provide
a sense of the workforce required to
construct these facilities, two sets of
employment projections are offered using
the following assumptions:

The scale of an LNG project will drive
on-site construction labour demand.
For an LNG facility, the size of the project
is measured by the number and size
of trains. For a pipeline, the number of
pipeline segments that will be constructed
will drive the number of workers that will
be required.

• Large, two-train plant with processing
capacity of 5 to 7 million tonnes per
annum (mtpa). These specifications
align with a number of the projects
announced for B.C.’s west coast.

ON-SITE LNG FACILITY AND
PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION
WORKFORCE REQUIREMENTS
6,000
5,000
Number of jobs

Large, 2-train
LNG facility
Medium, 2-train
LNG facility
Pipeline,
5-segments

5,240
4,260

4,000
3,000

1,000
0

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

As the chart below illustrates, the
peak on-site construction workforce
for a large plant is projected to be
approximately 5,240 workers. The peak
on-site construction workforce for a
medium-sized plant is projected to be
approximately 3,300 workers. Labour
demand peaks for both plants towards
the end of the second year of their
construction timelines.
Three major LNG-related pipeline
construction projects have been proposed
for B.C. Each is attached to a different
LNG facility. The pipeline length of
these three projects ranges from 600
to 800 kilometres, or approximately five
construction pipeline segments. Assuming
one pipeline project moves forward,
on-site workforce requirements is
projected to peak at about 4,260 workers in
the third year of its construction timeline.
The LNG facility projects currently
proposed for Eastern Canada and Quebec
rely on existing pipelines, so pipeline
workforce requirements are minimal and
not examined in this report.

3,300

2,000

• Medium, two-train plant with
processing capacity of 2 to 4 mtpa.
These specifications align with specific
projects announced for the West Coast,
Quebec and Eastern Canada.

Year 4

Year 5

FIGURE 4 SOURCE: PETROLMI
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Composition of On-site LNG Facility and Pipeline Construction Labour Demand

LNG FACILITY ON-SITE
CONSTRUCTION AT PEAK

PIPELINE ON-SITE
CONSTRUCTION AT PEAK

1% 1%

2% 1%

4%

10%

38%

50%

Construction trade labourers

Construction trade labourers

Trades and trades supervisors

Trades and trades supervisors

30%
Heavy equipment
operators and truck drivers
63%
Engineers and technologists

Heavy equipment operators and truck drivers

Project management, regulatory,
inspectors and support

Project management, regulatory,
inspectors and support
Engineers and technologists

FIGURE 5 SOURCE: PETROLMI

FIGURE 6 SOURCE: PETROLMI

Although the scale and number of trains
impact the number of on-site construction
workers required to build an LNG plant,
the composition of the workforce is
relatively similar. Likewise, for pipeline
construction, the length, or number
of segments of pipeline, will determine
how many workers are required, but
the composition of the workforce remains
the same.

TOP OCCUPATIONS REQUIRED AT PEAK TO CONSTRUCT
TWO LNG FACILITIES AND ONE PIPELINE
OCCUPATIONS (NOC)

LARGE,
2-TRAIN
LNG
FACILITY

MEDIUM,
2-TRAIN
LNG
FACILITY

5-SEGMENTS
PIPELINE

Construction trades helpers
and labourers (7611)

1,580

995

2,130

Both types of construction labour demand
is dominated by construction trades
helpers and labourers, as well as the
skilled trades.

Welders (7265)

1,025

645

595

Steamfitters and pipefitters
(7252)

825

520

480

The table to the right identifies the peak
demand for the top occupations required
for construction of two LNG facilities
and one pipeline. Most construction
occupations are not required for the
complete construction timeline and,
therefore, demand for occupations will
peak at different times, depending on the
tasks they are performing.

Crane operators and
hoisting equipment (7371)
including riggers

525

330

435

Industrial electricians (7242)
and electricians (7241)

490

310

155

Iron workers (7264)
including scaffolders

330

205

330

Detailed construction labour demand by
occupation is included in Appendix 1.

Concrete finishers (7282)

325

205

300

Heavy equipment operators
(except crane) (7521)

190

120

210

Truck drivers (7411)

145

90

235

Insulators (7293)

110

70

N/A

Instrumentation technicians
(2243)

N/A

N/A

135

TABLE 2 SOURCE: PETROLMI
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MONITORING COSTS
Canadian LNG projects need to be
economically feasible to move forward.

FACTORS THAT COULD INCREASE CONSTRUCTION
WORKFORCE REQUIREMENTS:

Project proponents of LNG facilities
are expected to apply significant discipline
across the design, project management
and supply chain management of
their projects in order to drive
cost-effectiveness.

• Overlap of construction projects

As a result, during the final project
design and execution, these companies
are expected to be closely monitoring
factors that could increase construction
workforce requirements and, therefore,
costs. They will also be looking for
opportunities to optimize the construction
workforce in order to further manage
their costs.

• Specialized skill and certification requirements

• Source of power: construction of cogeneration plants
(simultaneous production and usage of electricity and heat)
versus accessing electricity from the existing power grid
• Final pipeline route and design, including an increase in the
number of required compressor stations
• Lack of skilled and experienced workers, which would
result in decreased productivity

FACTORS THAT COULD DECREASE CONSTRUCTION
WORKFORCE REQUIREMENTS:
• Sequencing of projects, enabling the workforce to move from
project to project
• Utilizing sites that are partially or fully prepared for
construction (e.g., one proposed LNG facility site in Eastern
Canada is partially constructed)
• Increasing off-site (and most likely offshore) workforces to
fabricate and construct portions of the LNG plants (modules)
• Using workers who can take on multiple tasks:
–– Pipefitters who can also weld
–– Pipefitters who can do boilermaker tasks
–– Rigging certification is associated with many trades
–– Heavy equipment operators who can operate multiple
types of heavy equipment
• Using technologies, such as tunnelling pipelines through
mountain terrain

EXPLORING LNG IN CANADA
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B.C.’S UPSTREAM AND
MIDSTREAM LABOUR DEMAND
The development of an LNG sector in
Canada will have the greatest impact on
B.C.’s upstream and midstream sectors
as LNG facilities proposed for Eastern
Canada and Quebec plan to use natural
gas from the eastern United States – at
least initially.
PetroLMI offers two scenarios to project
B.C.’s upstream and midstream activity
and labour demand if an LNG project
progresses. The assumption is that prices
for LNG will be directly tied to the price
of oil as LNG is viewed as a long-term

opportunity to displace oil. If oil prices
decrease, or remain at low levels, the
price of LNG is expected to decrease
accordingly in order to remain competitive.
Conversely, higher oil prices will increase
the economic feasibility of LNG.
The current downturn in the global
energy industry due to low oil prices has
impacted the rate at which LNG projects
are anticipated to proceed. However, B.C.’s
natural gas industry is expected to recover
if a positive final investment decision (FID)
for LNG is made before 2020.

As the graph below illustrates, a
significant drop in capital and operating
expenditures in B.C.’s natural gas industry
between 2014 and 2015 did occur due
to the combination of the downturn and
ongoing delays of any FID for LNG. Both
factors have created uncertainty that
limits investment through 2017.
However, while the decrease in oil and
gas investment in B.C. has mimicked that
of the rest of Canada, spending in the
province is anticipated to increase more
quickly than other energy-producing
regions if LNG progresses.

B.C. CAPITAL AND OPERATIONS
SPENDING TO 2020

$8,000

$7,311

$2015 millions

$7,000

$6,620

$6,000

B.C. CAPEX –
Lower

$5,136

$5,000
$4,000

B.C. OPEX –
Higher
and Lower

$2,531

$3,000

$2,781

$2,309

$2,000

$2,010

$1,000
$0

B.C. CAPEX –
Higher

2014a 2015e 2016f 2017f 2018f

f: FORECAST
e: ESTIMATE
a: ACTUAL

2019f 2020f

FIGURE 7 SOURCE: ARC FINANCIAL
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Spending Drives Industry Activity
and Employment

CONTAINING OPERATING EXPENSES
The global downturn in the oil and gas industry has had an unprecedented impact
on the Canadian industry’s operating expenditures. Companies have undertaken
deep cost-cutting measures to reduce the cost of production including:
• Cancelling or renegotiating service and equipment contracts
• Significantly reducing the number of contingent and permanent employees
• Freezing or cutting wages across all levels of the organization
• Reducing benefits, bonuses and other perks, including vehicle allowances
• Decreasing discretionary spending, including travel
• Rolling back costs associated with worker camp accommodations and travel
arrangements
Maintaining the industry’s restructured cost environment will be a major factor
in the economic feasibility of the LNG export sector.

B.C. UPSTREAM AND
MIDSTREAM DIRECT
EMPLOYMENT TO 2020
14,000

Higher
Lower

Number of direct jobs

12,885
11,875

12,000
9,075

10,000

8,000

6,000

In 2015, B.C.’s direct upstream and
midstream employment was estimated
to be 10,580 – a decline of about 2,300
(-18%) jobs from 2014. Although more job
losses are expected through 2016, the
province’s employment is projected to
fare better than Canada’s other energyproducing regions between 2017 and
2018 and to recover to near 2014 levels by
the end of 2020. This projection is based
on the assumption that construction of
one large two-train LNG facility will be
underway before the end of 2020 and
includes a pipeline to Alberta scheduled
for completion in 2018, which is expected
to transport a portion of B.C.’s natural gas
to meet industrial demand in Alberta.
For B.C., the difference between the
Higher and Lower scenarios (figure 7)
is the timing of the capital investment
required to develop the LNG sector.
Capital spending and employment in B.C.
is expected to ramp up more quickly in
the Higher scenario where oil prices are
projected to increase to US$80 per barrel
by 2020. In the Lower scenario, the lower
oil prices ($60 per barrel by 2020) drive
slower spending for LNG and, therefore,
slower employment growth in the province.
Figure 8 shows the upstream and
midstream employment in B.C. that would
be required to address domestic, U.S. and
LNG export demand.

10,620

8,445

2014e 2015e 2016f 2017f 2018f

f: FORECAST
e: ESTIMATE

2019f 2020f

FIGURE 8 SOURCE: PETROLMI
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Age-related Attrition Impacts
Hiring Requirements
Labour demand within B.C.’s upstream
and midstream sectors goes beyond
employment created by industry activity
levels and includes job openings due to
age-related attrition. In 2016, companies

are not expected to automatically fill
positions vacated through retirements.
Rather, those vacated positions are more
likely to be used to reduce their workforce
and contribute to cost reductions.

SUMMARY OF B.C.’S UPSTREAM AND
MIDSTREAM EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS TO 2020
ESTIMATED EMPLOYMENT IN 2015
CHANGE FROM 2014

10,580
LOSS OF 2,300 (-18%) JOBS FROM 2014
LOWER SCENARIO

HIGHER SCENARIO

Employment change in 2016

-2,140 (-20%)

-1,510 (-14%)

Projected employment increase 2017–2020

+2,175 (+26%)

+2,800 (+31%)

Age-related attrition 2017–2020

830

890

Net hiring requirements 2017–2020

3,005

3,690

TABLE 3 SOURCE: PETROLMI

The majority of B.C.’s upstream and
midstream employment increases would
occur in occupations that support field
work, including oilfield construction,
drilling, completions and well services.
Age-related attrition could drive hiring at
the supervisory and manager levels.
Net hiring requirements for B.C.’s
upstream and midstream occupations are
included in Appendix 2.

Photo credit: Spectra Energy
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TOP 15 B.C. UPSTREAM AND MIDSTREAM OCCUPATIONS
WITH GREATEST NET HIRING REQUIREMENTS TO 2020
OCCUPATION
(NOC)

ESTIMATED
EMPLOYMENT
IN 2015

continued

ESTIMATED
JOB CHANGE
IN 2016

2017–2020
HIRING DUE TO:
Industry
activity

Age-related
attrition

2017–2020
NET HIRING
REQUIREMENTS
(INDUSTRY ACTIVITY +
AGE-RELATED ATTRITION)

Lower

10,580

-2,140

2,175

830

3,005

Higher

10,580

-1,510

2,800

890

3,690

Oil and gas
well drillers,
servicers,
testers, and
related workers
(8232)

Lower

1,505

-370

370

75

445

Higher

1,505

-265

475

85

560

Supervisors and
contractors, oil
and gas drilling
and service
(8222)

Lower

1,140

-245

235

110

345

Higher

1,140

-170

305

115

420

Lower

755

-175

175

30

205

Higher

755

-125

225

35

260

Lower

720

-150

140

35

175

Higher

720

-105

180

35

215

Lower

470

-105

105

45

150

Higher

470

-75

135

45

180

Heavy
equipment
operators
(except crane)
(7521)

Lower

515

-105

100

35

135

Higher

515

-75

130

40

170

Managers
in natural
resources
production
(0811)

Lower

305

-85

85

40

125

Higher

305

-60

105

40

145

Lower

695

-75

60

60

120

Higher

695

-50

90

60

150

Total B.C .

Oil and gas
drilling,
servicing, and
related labourers
(8615)
Oil and gas well
drilling workers
and service
operators (8412)
Truck drivers
(7511)

Petroleum,
gas, chemical
process
operators (no
steam-ticket
required) (9232)
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OCCUPATION
(NOC)

ESTIMATED
EMPLOYMENT
IN 2015

continued

ESTIMATED
JOB CHANGE
IN 2016

2017–2020
HIRING DUE TO:
Industry
activity

Age-related
attrition

2017–2020
NET HIRING
REQUIREMENTS
(INDUSTRY ACTIVITY +
AGE-RELATED ATTRITION)

Lower

390

-55

85

30

115

Higher

390

-60

105

35

140

Lower

265

-60

55

20

75

Higher

265

-40

75

20

95

Lower

230

-50

50

15

65

Higher

230

-35

65

15

80

Power engineers
and power
systems
operators
(steam-ticket
required) (9241)

Lower

265

-45

40

20

60

Higher

265

-30

55

20

75

Industrial
electricians
(7242)

Lower

175

-45

45

15

60

Higher

175

-30

60

15

75

Heavy-duty
equipment
mechanics
(7312)

Lower

165

-40

40

10

50

Higher

165

-30

55

15

70

Geologists and
geophysicists
(2113)

Lower

135

-35

35

15

50

Higher

135

-25

45

15

60

Millwrights
(7311)

Welders (7237)

Steamfitters and
pipefitters (7252)

TABLE 4 SOURCE: PETROLMI
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LNG FACILITY OPERATIONS
DIRECT EMPLOYMENT
REQUIREMENTS
The workforce required to operate an
LNG facility, which falls into the
downstream sector, is relatively small
compared to that required for the
construction, upstream and midstream
sectors. Between 200 and 350 direct
positions are required for a plant,
depending on the plant size and the
technology implemented. As a result,
operations staff could be in place
before the end of 2020 if LNG progresses
more quickly as suggested in the
Higher scenario.
LNG facility operations also drive indirect
job opportunities, including employment
in industries such as repair maintenance,
waste management, truck transportation,
security, and professional, scientific and
technical services (which are not covered
in the scope of this report).
In many cases, key leadership and
management team members for these
proposed projects are already in place

COMPOSITION OF ONGOING
MAINTENANCE WORKFORCE

Pipefitters - 20%

Insulators - 6%

Carpenters - 18%

Ironworkers - 3%

Labourers - 15%

Operators - 2%

Boilermakers - 11%

Crane and hoisting
equipment
operators - 2%

Other - 9%
Electricians - 7%
Millwrights - 6%

Painters - 1%

having been hired by the owner companies
or transferred to Canada from other
projects. These positions will play a
key role in advising on overall plant and
organizational design. Hiring for other
operations jobs would ramp up 12 to
18 months in advance of operations to
ensure that workers are adequately
trained and available to assist with plant
commissioning and start-up activities.
Although LNG is an emerging industry
sector in Canada, many of the occupations
that are required for the day-to-day
operations of the plant facilities are similar
to other industry processing operations,
including in situ oil sands, natural gas
processing, upgrading and refining.

6%
9%
10%
49%

26%

Operators
Trades

Figure 9 provides a breakdown of the
operations workforce required. However,
it is important to note that all companies
will implement the most advanced
technology available and this will drive
final occupational requirements. (See
Table 5 for operations labour demand by
occupation.)

ONGOING AND TURNAROUND
MAINTENANCE
The development of an LNG sector would
also increase the number of skilled trades
workers required to maintain plants
and to ensure that upstream natural
gas production levels are sustained to
support these facilities. In Canada’s
high-cost operating environment, the
reliability and safety of processing plants
is imperative in order to minimize any
unplanned facility outages and production
downtime. Operating companies typically
contract this maintenance work to thirdparty providers. The same workers are
Boilermakers
Pipefitters
- 20%
- ongoing
24%
Insulators
Insulators
-- 3%
6%
required
for the
and
turnaround
maintenance
other industrial
Pipefitters
Carpenters- -of
23%
18%
Painters
Ironworkers
- 2%- 3%
operations, including oil sands, mining,
Carpenters
Labourers -- 15%
16%
Ironworkers
Operators - 2%
- 2%
pulp and paper, petrochemical and power
Labourers
Boilermakers
13%
11%
Operators
Crane
and
hoisting
2%
generation plants.
equipment
Crane
and hoisting
operators
- 2%
equipment
operators
Painters --1%
1%

Other
Other -- 9%
9%

Electricians
Electricians -- 4%
7%
Millwrights
Millwrights -- 3%
6%

Management and supervisors
Admin and other office staff
Engineers
FIGURE 9 SOURCE: PETROLMI

COMPOSITION OF TURNAROUND
MAINTENANCE WORKFORCE

Boilermakers - 24%

Insulators - 3%

Pipefitters - 23%

Painters - 2%

Carpenters - 16%

Ironworkers - 2%

Labourers - 13%

Operators - 2%

Other - 9%

Crane and hoisting
equipment
operators - 1%

Electricians - 4%
Millwrights - 3%

FIGURE 11 SOURCE: OIL SANDS INFORMATION, LABOUR MARKET
ANALYSIS AND PROJECTION (OILMAP), GENERAL PRESIDENTS’
MAINTENANCE COMMITTEE FOR CANADA AND THE NATIONAL
MAINTENANCE COUNCIL FOR CANADA

FIGURE 10 SOURCE: OIL SANDS INFORMATION, LABOUR MARKET
ANALYSIS AND PROJECTION (OILMAP), GENERAL PRESIDENTS’
MAINTENANCE COMMITTEE FOR CANADA AND THE NATIONAL
MAINTENANCE COUNCIL FOR CANADA
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LNG FACILITY OPERATIONS BY NOC AND TYPICAL JOB TITLES,
AND ESTIMATED LABOUR DEMAND
JOB FAMILY

Operators

Managers and
supervisors

Trades

Engineers

Other

NOC

TYPICAL JOB TITLES

ESTIMATED NUMBER
OF WORKERS

Petroleum, gas, chemical process
operators (9232) or power engineers
and power systems operators (9241)

LNG plant/process operator, control
room operator, utilities operator, panel
operator, outside marine operator

100–170

Facility operations and maintenance
managers (0714)

Operations manager, maintenance
manager, shift lead, superintendent,
process manager

20–35

Construction millwrights and
industrial mechanics (7311)

Millwright, rotating equipment
technician

20–30

Industrial electricians (7242)

Electrician

20–30

Instrumentation technicians (2243)

Instrumentation technician,
automation technician

20–30

Electrical/instrumentation engineers
(2133)

Electrical and instrumentation
engineer

10

Mechanical engineers (2132)

Mechanical engineer, rotating
equipment engineer, reliability
engineer, static equipment engineer

10

Chemical engineers (2134)

Chemical engineer, process engineer,
production engineer

10

Admin and other

Functions: Administrative assistant,
Finance, Procurement, HR, HS&E, IT

20–30

TABLE 5 SOURCE: PETROLMI
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TRANSFERABILITY OF TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS
AND SKILLS ACROSS LNG SUB-SECTORS
Investment in occupations that
support not only the development
of an LNG sector but longer-term
sustainability is expected to produce
the greatest returns on workforce
development.

Considerable job family and occupational similarities exist across the sub-sectors
in the LNG value chain: construction, operations, and ongoing and turnaround
maintenance. Many of the technical qualifications and skills required by one LNG
sub-sector is applicable and valuable to other sub-sectors due to the similarities
of work activities and the use of the same tools, equipment, machinery and
materials.
The table below illustrates the prevalence of similar job families across LNG
sub-sectors.

OCCUPATIONAL TRANSFERABILITY
ACROSS LNG SUB-SECTORS
OCCUPATION

CONSTRUCTION

MAINTENANCE

OPERATIONS
UPSTREAM AND MIDSTREAM

Pipeline

Facility

Engineers and
technologists

1

1

Trades

3

Heavy
equipment
operators

E&P

Petroleum
services

Natural gas
processing

1

3

2

2

2

2

3

3

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

1

1

2

1

1

1

Truck drivers

3

2

1

–

3

–

–

–

Skilled
labourers

3

3

1

–

3

–

1

–

Power
engineers
and process
operators

–

–

–

1

1

3

3

3

Legend: 1. Used to some extent

Ongoing and
turnaround

DOWNSTREAM

2. Used regularly

Pipeline

LNG facilities

3. Used extensively

TABLE 6 SOURCE: PETROLMI
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The nature of work and working conditions are the key differentiating factors
for occupations with the same qualifications.
While there are many similarities between the qualifications and skills required
across LNG sub-sectors, including the requirement to work in a safety-sensitive
environment, other factors can contribute to a successful transition between roles or
positions. The table below summarizes the similarities and differences between the
nature of the work and working conditions across LNG sub-sectors.

WORKING CONDITIONS TRANSFERABILITY
ACROSS LNG SUB-SECTORS
LNG
SUB-SECTORS

NATURE OF WORK AND WORKING CONDITIONS
OUTDOORS/
INDOORS

MANUAL/
OFFICE

WORK WHERE
YOU LIVE

AWAY FROM
HOME/CAMP

SHIFT OR
ROTATIONAL

EMPLOYER/
PROJECT

Outdoors

Manual

Work moves
along pipeline
corridor



Rotational

Project

Outdoors

Manual

If located
where plants
are being built



Rotational

Both

Manual

If located
where plant
maintenance
occurring



Both

Project
work; transferable to
all industrial
construction
and
maintenance

E&P

Both

Both



Sometimes

Both

Employer

Petroleum
services

Outdoors

Manual





Both

Employer

Natural gas
processing

Both

Manual





Both

Employer

Pipeline
operations

Both

Both



Sometimes

Shift

Employer

LNG facility
operations

Both

Both

TBD

TBD

Both

Employer

Pipeline
construction
LNG facility
construction
Ongoing and
turnaround
maintenance

TABLE 7 SOURCE: PETROLMI

Generally, in order to maintain a career in the construction and maintenance sectors
in the oil and gas industry, workers need to be willing to move between projects,
locations and, often, employers. Inevitably, work that requires this kind of mobility
means workers are often away from home for long periods of time and living in
workforce accommodations (camps).
While construction work typically involves 8- to 10-hour day shifts, rotating between
a set number of days on and off is a common practice. Many of the occupations within
the oil and gas services sector also have similar mobility and rotational requirements
and lend themselves to transferability with construction occupations that share the
same qualifications.
EXPLORING LNG IN CANADA
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LABOUR SUPPLY CONSIDERATIONS
Understanding where to find the workforce required to
develop and sustain Canada’s LNG sector will be a key factor
in determining the overall feasibility and the longer-term
profitability of any proposed project.
LNG projects recently developed in
Australia experienced significant cost
overruns. Labour contributed to the
inflation of the Australian LNG projects in
two ways:4 substantial wage increases that
were required to attract workers played
a major part, as did low productivity.
Proponents of Canadian LNG projects will
be looking to mitigate these risks.
This section examines the insights that
have been gained from the development of
the oil sands sector in Alberta and other
industry knowledge that could be applied
in the attraction and retention of workers
to the LNG sector.
Based on experience from previous oil
and gas development, the LNG sector
will need to look locally, provincially,
nationally and, in some cases,
internationally for workers.
A number of studies in recent years have
shown that the local labour supply will not
be able to meet the total labour demand
required to develop and sustain an LNG
sector in Canada. Companies may need
to consider a multi-pronged approach
in order to develop, attract, recruit and
retain workers from a variety of labour
supply sources. The more proactive the
industry and labour supply stakeholders
are in planning for workforce needs, the
more likely it is that companies are able to
effectively manage labour costs.

Engaging the Local Workforce
The development of the LNG sector is
expected to drive significant job growth
in small, relatively remote communities
and, therefore, will require focused labour
attraction and recruitment strategies.

Hiring locally is a stated priority of project
proponents and First Nations, municipal
and provincial governments. Engaging
First Nations communities is critical to
the successful development of the sector,
and employment is an important factor in
the partnership between LNG proponents
and First Nations. Local hiring, therefore,
is one opportunity to address the sector’s
need for a cost-effective construction and
operations workforce while, at the same
time, addressing a community’s needs for
socio-economic growth.
Many of the regions that will be impacted
by LNG-related development are remote
and sparsely populated.
Increasing local and regional labour force
participation rates can contribute to local
hiring, but it will take concerted effort
to transition those who are only partially
attached to the labour market to becoming
fully attached workers in the labour force.
The B.C. natural gas industry and the
provincial government have invested
significantly in training for LNG
development, but with no projects
reaching FID and a downturn in
upstream activity, both newly trained and
experienced workers are likely to look to
other construction and industrial sectors
for opportunities even if it means taking
entry-level jobs or working away from
home in the interim.

Engaging the Provincial and
National Workforce
LNG construction activity has the potential
to attract skilled and experienced workers
from other sectors of the industry if
construction begins prior to a recovery

in oil and gas capital spending. If LNG
facility and pipeline construction begins
prior to 2020, these projects are likely
to benefit from the slowdown in oil
sands construction. Capital investment
in oil sands expansion projects is not
expected to increase until after the end
of the decade and any reduced activity
is likely to free up a number of skilled
and experienced industrial construction
workers to support LNG-related
construction activity.
LNG projects in B.C. and Nova Scotia
would both be well positioned to take
advantage of the slowdown in oil sands
construction. According to a 2012
census study performed on the oil
sands operating area in and around
Fort McMurray, Alberta, 24.6% of the
sample population residing in workforce
accommodations indicated they were
from B.C. and 12.1% from Nova Scotia.5
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume
that if these workers have or will be
impacted by the significant layoffs in
oil sands construction, they will return
to their home provinces and may be
available for work.
Other provincial workforces that
have historically supported oil sands
construction and may present a labour
supply opportunity for LNG construction
include New Brunswick, Newfoundland
and Labrador, and Ontario.
Monitoring the status of other industrial
construction projects, as well as the
upstream sector, for the potential
availability of experienced labour supply
could prove valuable for targeting
recruitment strategies.

4

The Oxford Institute for Energy Studies, Brian Songhurt. LNG Plant Cost Escalation. February 2014.

5

Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo. Municipal Census 2012. Section Five: Project Accommodations Population Count.
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IMPACT OF ROTATIONAL WORKFORCES ON LOCAL COMMUNITIES
A rotational workforce is expected to be used extensively for construction, and upstream drilling and completions activities
if an LNG sector proceeds. Already, the use of a rotational workforce has expanded in the upstream sector due to the
remoteness of many projects. Recent research conducted by PetroLMI identifies the socio-economic impacts that these
camps can have on host communities. (See PetroLMI’s Rotating Not Relocating: Alberta’s Oil and Gas Rotational workforce, June 2015.)

Recruitment efforts may also be
more successful if they target source
locations similar to the location of the
LNG-related work.

Engaging New Canadians
New Canadians are a labour supply pool
that can often be overlooked due to their
lack of Canadian qualifications and/or
work experience. Yet, this talent pool
is highly motivated to take on work in
locations where others are not. Providing
these workers support to help them
understand the potential opportunities in
these locations and foreign qualification
equivalencies, as well as assisting in
integrating them into smaller, more
remote communities, can prove beneficial.

Understanding the Potential Need for
International Workers
While the goal of the sector and
governments is to minimize the use of
international workers in the development

of Canada’s LNG sector, a requirement
for out-of-country expertise for some key
operations positions is expected, given the
sector’s infancy. The bulk of LNG expertise
required already exists with many project
proponents, and many general contractors
and employees have been transferred
into Canada to fill key positions, such as
project managers, construction managers
and commissioning managers.
If multiple LNG or other resource
development projects occur
simultaneously, project owners and
general contractors may also look to the
international construction workforce to
address peak labour demand.

Collaboration between Industry,
Government and Labour Supply
Stakeholders
A considerable amount of collaboration
between Canada’s natural gas industry
and governments is already taking place
in order to train the workforce required

to develop and sustain an economically
viable LNG sector. The challenge will
be to continue to take advantage of this
collaboration if multiple projects move
forward and any competition for workers
increases.
Sequencing construction projects in ways
that enable workforces to move from one
site to another is one approach. However,
based on the experience of previous
oil and gas developments, this type of
collaboration can prove unsustainable,
given the complex nature of the projects
and their timelines.
The following diagram provides one
perspective on the types of workforce
activities that lend themselves to
collaboration and those which are mostly
likely to fall into the realm of competition.
Originally developed for the oil sands
sector, this diagram has been modified for
Canada’s emerging LNG sector.

Growing the
Labour Supply Pool
(Collaborate)

Recruiting from
Labour Supply
(Compete)

Increase the pool of qualified labour for
the LNG sector by:

Company-specific talent acquisition strategy
and employee value proposition, which provides:

• Having a strong foundation of labour market information

• Total compensation

• Building awareness of skills, jobs and careers needed
in LNG-related construction, maintenance, upstream,
midstream and downstream

• Good working arrangements
• Succession planning and career development
• Excellent workplace culture

• Addressing barriers for under-represented labour
supply pools
• Educating and training workers to address sector-wide
skill shortages or new skill requirements
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CONCLUSION
The widespread use of horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing has fundamentally
changed the North American supply of natural gas. For Canada, natural gas exports
to the U.S. have decreased substantially. Diversifying its markets through the
construction of LNG facilities is therefore imperative to sustain and grow Canada’s
natural gas sector.
The availability of a large, skilled construction workforce will be required to ensure that
these LNG facilities and connecting pipelines are built in a timely and cost-effective
manner. Just as importantly, a significant upstream, midstream and downstream
operations workforce will be required to explore for, produce and transport natural gas
to these LNG facilities. Meanwhile, ongoing and turnaround maintenance workers will
play a key role in ensuring the operational reliability and efficiency of these plants and
will help to drive the sector’s profitability.
Canada’s LNG projects lack the local and regional labour supply needed to support
their development, but the substantial job losses that have occurred within the oil and
gas industry in the past 18 months due to the economic downturn may provide LNG
facility and pipeline project owners the opportunity to access needed sources of skilled
labour. Likewise, new Canadians and international workers are further sources should
an FID be realized by the end of 2020.
A multi-pronged approach to develop, attract, recruit and retain workers from a variety
of labour supply pools may be required for the development of Canada’s LNG sector.
Investment in occupations that support both short-term construction, as well as
longer-term operations and the ongoing and turnaround maintenance of projects, will
likely produce the greatest returns on workforce development.
Maintaining the productivity and profitability advantages that have been realized
through recent cost-reductions by other sectors of Canada’s oil and gas industry will
also be important.
The more that industry and labour supply stakeholders actively plan for workforce
needs, the more likely they are to be able to effectively manage labour costs and
maintain a sustainable LNG sector should any of the proposed projects move forward.

Photo credit: Spectra Energy
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APPENDIX 1:
LNG FACILITY AND PIPELINE ON-SITE CONSTRUCTION
WORKFORCE REQUIREMENTS BY OCCUPATION
LARGE, TWO-TRAIN LNG FACILITY
NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL
CLASSIFICATION (NOC)

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

3,060

18,722

16,930

6,152

1,559

19

51

52

52

26

Boilermaker (7234)

0

191

298

60

0

Bricklayer (7281)

4

28

18

0

0

Carpenters (7271)

47

116

46

18

7

8

8

8

8

8

Concrete finishers (7282)

36

1,012

888

107

0

Construction inspectors (2264)

28

63

73

67

14

Construction managers (0711)

32

32

32

32

32

0

208

328

262

77

856

6,042

4,983

1,234

64

Contractors and supervisors, trades
(7212, 7213, 7214, 7215, 7216, 7217)

52

237

220

133

61

Crane operators and hoisting
equipment (7371) including riggers

68

1,681

1,686

351

39

Drafting technologist and technician
(2253)

26

34

43

30

20

Electrical/instrumentation engineers
(2133)

4

5

8

8

8

Facility operations and maintenance
managers (0714)

4

4

4

4

4

Glazier (7292)

0

0

2

8

0

287

516

436

144

12

34

62

52

17

1

Total Large, 2-Train LNG Facility
Administrative assistants (1241)

Civil engineers (2131)

Construction millwrights and
industrial mechanics (except textile)
(7311)
Construction trades helpers and
labourers (7611)

Heavy equipment operators (except
crane) (7521)
Heavy duty equipment mechanic
(7312)
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NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL
CLASSIFICATION (NOC) continued

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

Industrial electricians (7242) and
electricians (7241)

0

2

703

1,691

947

Industrial painter (9536)

0

0

24

54

12

11

15

20

16

9

Instrumentation technicians (2243)

0

0

0

48

85

Insulators (7293)

0

0

275

197

21

Iron workers (7264) including
scaffolders

179

1,211

677

69

0

Land surveyors (2154)

121

118

0

0

0

Mechanical engineers (2132)

10

26

28

28

16

Non-destructive testers and
inspectors (2261)

31

218

65

0

0

Project engineers (variety of
engineering disciplines)

22

36

36

36

24

Purchasing agent and officers (1225)

66

161

159

32

11

Purchasing manager (0113)

7

12

12

12

4

Refrigerator and air conditioning
mechanics (7313)

0

0

6

8

0

Steamfitters and pipefitters (7252)

417

3,124

3,153

974

51

Truck drivers (7411)

174

492

134

10

0

Welders (7265)

517

3,017

2,461

442

6

Inspectors in public and
environmental health and safety
(2263)
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MEDIUM, TWO-TRAIN LNG FACILITY
NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL
CLASSIFICATION (NOC)

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

1,927

11,792

10,664

3,874

981

13

32

32

32

16

Boilermaker (7234)

0

120

187

38

0

Bricklayer (7281)

2

16

10

0

0

Carpenters (7271)

28

72

29

12

4

4

4

4

4

4

Concrete finishers (7282)

23

638

560

67

0

Construction inspectors (2264)

17

39

46

42

9

Construction managers (0711)

20

20

20

20

20

0

132

208

166

48

539

3,806

3,139

777

40

Contractors and supervisors, trades
(7212, 7213, 7214, 7215, 7216, 7217)

32

149

138

83

40

Crane operators and hoisting
equipment (7371) including riggers

43

1,059

1,063

221

24

Drafting technologist and technician
(2253)

17

21

27

19

13

Electrical/instrumentation engineers
(2133)

4

4

4

4

4

Facility operations and maintenance
managers (0714)

4

4

4

4

4

Glazier (7292)

0

0

1

4

0

180

326

276

90

8

21

38

32

10

0

Total Medium, 2-Train LNG Facility
Administrative assistants (1241)

Civil engineers (2131)

Construction millwrights and
industrial mechanics (except textile)
(7311)
Construction trades helpers and
labourers (7611)

Heavy equipment operators (except
crane) (7521)
Heavy duty equipment mechanic
(7312)
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NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL
CLASSIFICATION (NOC) continued

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

Industrial electricians (7242) and
electricians (7241)

0

1

442

1,065

595

Industrial painter (9536)

0

0

15

33

8

Inspectors in public and
environmental health and safety
(2263)

7

10

12

10

5

Instrumentation technicians (2243)

0

0

0

30

53

Insulators (7293)

0

0

173

124

14

112

763

426

44

0

76

74

0

0

0

Mechanical engineers (2132)

6

15

16

16

10

Non-destructive testers and
inspectors (2261)

20

137

41

0

0

Project engineers (variety of
engineering disciplines)

15

24

24

24

16

Purchasing agent and officers (1225)

41

102

100

20

8

Purchasing manager (0113)

5

8

8

8

4

Refrigerator and air conditioning
mechanics (7313)

0

0

3

4

0

Steamfitters and pipefitters (7252)

263

1,968

1,987

613

32

Truck drivers (7411)

110

310

85

6

0

Welders (7265)

326

1,901

1,551

278

4

Iron workers (7264) including
scaffolders
Land surveyors (2154)
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PIPELINE, FIVE-SEGMENTS
NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL
CLASSIFICATION (NOC)

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

Total Pipeline Construction –
5 Segments

3,461

11,736

16,177

4,675

333

Construction trades helpers and
labourers (7611)

1,520

5,485

7,665

1,865

55

Welders (7265)

450

1,570

1,165

195

10

Steamfitters and pipefitters (7252)

360

1,275

995

210

25

Truck drivers (7411)

190

540

825

170

0

Crane operators and hoisting
equipment (7371) including riggers

325

1,195

1,365

330

0

Purchasing agent and officers (1225)

15

63

83

13

3

Heavy equipment operators (except
crane) (7521)

130

345

700

165

0

Construction managers (0711)

33

59

69

33

20

Concrete finishers (7282)

70

215

820

230

0

130

300

345

265

75

Construction inspectors (2264)

13

41

50

12

8

Administrative assistants (1241)

4

27

37

1

0

Iron workers (7264) including
scaffolders

30

255

850

310

30

Non-destructive testers and
inspectors (2261)

12

34

26

7

3

Land surveyors (2154)

55

135

200

60

0

Drafting technologist and technician
(2253)

18

24

24

19

4

Project engineers (variety of
engineering disciplines)

24

24

30

30

6

Contractors and supervisors, trades
(7212, 7213, 7214, 7215, 7216, 7217)
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continued

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL
CLASSIFICATION (NOC)

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

10

20

120

40

25

0

0

55

55

15

Heavy-duty equipment mechanics
(7312)

15

35

85

15

0

Carpenters (7271)

15

25

125

45

0

Industrial electricians (7242) and
electricians (7241)

0

10

345

280

0

Inspectors in public and
environmental health and safety
(2263)

30

40

40

40

40

Mechanical engineers (2132)

4

5

7

4

4

Purchasing manager (0113)

4

8

8

8

2

Civil engineers (2131)

4

4

4

4

4

Electrical/instrumentation engineers
(2133)

0

2

4

4

4

Bricklayer (7281)

0

0

45

0

0

Glazier (7292)

0

0

15

0

0

Instrumentation technicians (2243)

0

0

55

245

0

Refrigerator and air conditioning
mechanics (7313)

0

0

20

20

0

Insulators (7293)
Construction millwrights and
industrial mechanics (except textile)
(7311)
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APPENDIX 2:
NET HIRING REQUIREMENTS FOR B.C. NATURAL GAS
UPSTREAM AND MIDSTREAM INDUSTRY TO 2020
B.C.’S UPSTREAM AND MIDSTREAM OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY
NET HIRING REQUIREMENTS TO 2020 BY OCCUPATION
OCCUPATION
(NOC)

ESTIMATED
EMPLOYMENT
IN 2015

ESTIMATED
JOB CHANGE
IN 2016

2017–2020
HIRING DUE TO:
Industry
activity

Age-related
attrition

2017–2020
NET HIRING
REQUIREMENTS

Lower

10,578

-2,138

2,176

829

3,005

Higher

10,578

-1,509

2,800

888

3,688

Lower

1,506

-370

369

75

444

Higher

1,506

-263

473

84

557

Supervisors and
contractors, oil
and gas drilling
and service
(8222)

Lower

1,142

-243

235

108

342

Higher

1,142

-172

307

115

422

Oil and gas
drilling,
servicing, and
related labourers
(8615)

Lower

757

-176

175

32

207

Higher

757

-125

225

36

261

Lower

719

-150

138

34

172

Higher

719

-106

182

37

219

Lower

471

-107

106

43

149

Higher

471

-75

136

46

182

Heavy
equipment
operators
(except crane)
(7521)

Lower

515

-106

100

35

135

Higher

515

-75

132

38

169

Managers
in natural
resources
production
(0811)

Lower

304

-83

84

39

123

Higher

304

-59

105

42

148

Total B.C.
Oil and gas
well drillers,
servicers,
testers, and
related workers
(8232)

Oil and gas well
drilling workers
and service
operators (8412)
Truck drivers
(7511)
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OCCUPATION
(NOC)

ESTIMATED
EMPLOYMENT
IN 2015

continued

ESTIMATED
JOB CHANGE
IN 2016

2017–2020
HIRING DUE TO:
Industry
activity

Age-related
attrition

2017–2020
NET HIRING
REQUIREMENTS

Lower

693

-74

60

59

120

Higher

693

-51

90

62

152

Lower

389

-84

83

32

116

Higher

389

-59

107

35

142

Lower

266

-58

57

19

76

Higher

266

-41

73

21

94

Lower

231

-51

49

16

65

Higher

231

-36

64

17

81

Lower

263

-45

42

21

63

Higher

263

-32

57

22

79

Lower

175

-46

46

14

60

Higher

175

-32

60

15

75

Heavy-duty
equipment
mechanics
(7312)

Lower

164

-42

41

12

54

Higher

164

-30

53

13

66

Geologists and
geophysicists
(2113)

Lower

136

-37

37

15

52

Higher

136

-26

47

16

63

Supervisors,
petroleum, gas
and chemical
processing and
utilities (9212)

Lower

177

-21

19

22

41

Higher

177

-15

27

23

50

Petroleum,
gas, chemical
process
operators (no
steam-ticket
required) (9232)
Millwrights
(7311)

Welders (7237)

Steamfitters and
pipefitters (7252)
Power engineers
and power
systems
operators
(steam-ticket
required) (9241)
Industrial
electricians
(7242)
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OCCUPATION
(NOC)

ESTIMATED
EMPLOYMENT
IN 2015

continued

ESTIMATED
JOB CHANGE
IN 2016

2017–2020
HIRING DUE TO:
Industry
activity

Age-related
attrition

2017–2020
NET HIRING
REQUIREMENTS

Inspectors
in public and
environmental
health and
safety (2263)

Lower

103

-24

25

12

37

Higher

103

-17

32

13

44

Supervisors and
contractors,
heavy equipment
operator crews
(7302)

Lower

98

-27

27

7

33

Higher

98

-19

34

7

41

Lower

116

-22

21

9

30

Higher

116

-15

28

9

37

Machinists
and machining
and tooling
inspectors
(7231)

Lower

69

-16

16

5

21

Higher

69

-12

20

6

26

Natural
and applied
science policy
researchers,
consultants and
program officers
(4161)

Lower

65

-13

13

5

18

Higher

65

-9

17

5

23

Lower

54

-10

12

4

16

Higher

54

-7

14

5

19

Lower

47

-8

10

5

15

Higher

47

-5

12

5

18

Lower

51

-11

11

4

15

Higher

51

-8

14

5

19

Instrumentation
technicians
(2243)

Non-destructive
testers and
inspection
technicians
(2261)
Purchasing
agents and
officers (1225)
Crane operators
(7371)
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OCCUPATION
(NOC)

ESTIMATED
EMPLOYMENT
IN 2015

continued

ESTIMATED
JOB CHANGE
IN 2016

2017–2020
HIRING DUE TO:
Industry
activity

Age-related
attrition

2017–2020
NET HIRING
REQUIREMENTS

Facility
operation and
maintenance
managers (0714)

Lower

41

-8

9

6

14

Higher

41

-5

11

6

16

Geological
engineering
and mining
technologists
(2212)

Lower

43

-9

10

4

13

Higher

43

-6

12

4

16

Lower

52

-7

9

4

13

Higher

52

-5

11

4

15

Lower

43

-9

8

2

11

Higher

43

-6

11

3

13

Lower

31

-7

8

3

10

Higher

31

-5

10

3

12

Lower

30

-3

6

4

10

Higher

30

-2

7

4

11

Lower

28

-6

6

2

8

Higher

28

-4

8

2

10

Lower

29

-2

5

2

7

Higher

29

-2

6

2

8

Lower

28

-2

4

2

7

Higher

28

-1

5

2

7

Lower

17

-5

5

2

6

Higher

17

-3

6

2

8

Lower

21

-3

4

2

6

Higher

21

-2

5

2

6

Petroleum
engineers (2145)

Insulators (7293)
Electrical/
instrumentation
engineers (2133)
Engineering
managers (0211)
Construction
managers (0711)
Mechanical
engineers (2132)
Chemical
engineers (2134)
Shippers and
receivers (1521)
Civil engineers
(2131)
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OCCUPATION
(NOC)

ESTIMATED
EMPLOYMENT
IN 2015

continued

Instrumentation
engineering
technologists
(2241)
Supervisors,
supply chain,
tracking and
scheduling
co-ordination
occupations
(1215)
Purchasing and
inventory control
workers (1524)
Mechanical
engineering
technologists
(2232)
Chemical
engineering
technologists
and technicians
(2211)
Professional
occupations
in advertising,
marketing and
public relations
(1123)
Civil engineering
technologists
and technicians
(2231)
Drafting
technologists
and technicians
(2253)

ESTIMATED
JOB CHANGE
IN 2016

2017–2020
HIRING DUE TO:
Industry
activity

Age-related
attrition

2017–2020
NET HIRING
REQUIREMENTS

Lower

17

-2

3

1

4

Higher

17

-1

4

1

5

Lower

13

-2

3

1

4

Higher

13

-2

4

1

5

Lower

13

-2

3

1

4

Higher

13

-1

3

1

4

Lower

15

-1

2

1

4

Higher

15

-1

3

1

4

Lower

12

-2

2

1

3

Higher

12

-1

3

1

4

Lower

14

-1

2

1

3

Higher

14

-1

2

1

4

Lower

13

0

2

1

3

Higher

13

0

2

1

3

Lower

10

-1

2

1

3

Higher

10

-1

2

1

3
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OCCUPATION
(NOC)

ESTIMATED
EMPLOYMENT
IN 2015

continued

Purchasing
managers (0113)
Mining
engineers (2143)
Production
clerks (1523)
Industrial and
manufacturing
engineers (2141)
Industrial
engineering and
manufacturing
technologists
and technicians
(2233)
Other
occupations

ESTIMATED
JOB CHANGE
IN 2016

2017–2020
HIRING DUE TO:
Industry
activity

Age-related
attrition

2017–2020
NET HIRING
REQUIREMENTS

Lower

8

-1

2

1

3

Higher

8

-1

2

1

3

Lower

5

-1

1

0

2

Higher

5

-1

2

0

2

Lower

7

0

1

1

2

Higher

7

0

1

1

2

Lower

7

-1

1

0

2

Higher

7

0

1

0

2

Lower

6

-1

1

0

1

Higher

6

0

1

0

2

Lower

1,564

-238

301

158

459

Higher

1,564

-166

370

166

535
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APPENDIX 3: GLOSSARY

Age-related attrition: Workers leaving
their jobs because of retirements and
natural deaths.

Labour market information (LMI):
Powerful tool to assist oil sands partners
with workforce development planning.

Attached: Determinations of who is in
the labour force shape who is attached
to it. The employed are fully attached,
the unemployed less so but still defined
as attached and the inactive are fully
detached.

Labour supply: Availability of suitable
workers in a particular labour market.

CAPEX (capital expenditures): Funds
used by a company to acquire or upgrade
physical assets such as property,
industrial buildings or equipment. It is
often used to undertake new projects or
investments
Conventional: Process of recovering
petroleum from a well using standard
drilling production methods.
Greenfield construction: Construction and
development on land that has never been
used, no need to demolish or rebuild any
existing structures and no need to work
within the constraints of existing buildings
or infrastructure.
Greenhouse gas (GHG): any gaseous
compound in the atmosphere that is
capable of absorbing infrared radiation,
thereby trapping and holding heat in the
atmosphere. By increasing the heat in
the atmosphere, greenhouse gases are
responsible for the greenhouse effect,
which ultimately leads to global warming.

Liquefied natural gas (LNG): Natural gas
cooled to liquid for easier transportation.
LNG train: LNG plant’s liquefaction and
purification processing unit or facility.
Maintenance and sustaining capital
work: Occurs at the operations site and
involves the large-scale shutdown or
“turnarounds” of plants for maintenance
and equipment replacement to ensure the
operations are as efficient as possible.
National Occupational Classification
(NOC): Developed and updated in
partnership with Statistics Canada, the
NOC provides a standardized language
for describing the work performed by
Canadians in the labour market.
Net hiring requirements: Sum of job
openings due to industry expansion and
age-related attrition.
Oil and gas services sector: Contracted
exploration, extraction and production
services to the exploration and production
sector. This sector includes:
• Drilling and completions services
– Include drilling and service rigs
activities.

Final investment decision (FID):
Decision that triggers the engineering,
procurement and construction (EPC)
phase of a major capital project.

• Geophysical services (also known as
seismic) – Include survey, permitting
and reclamation, line construction,
drilling and data acquisition.

Labour demand: The number of workers
required to fill job vacancies.

• Petroleum services – Include well
services, oilfield construction
and maintenance, production and
transportation services.

Labour market: Collective term
describing the dynamics and interaction
of workers and employers, including
employment, unemployment, participation
rates and wages.

Oil sands sector: The petroleum industry
sector involved in the extraction and
upgrading of bitumen.
On-site construction: Assembly and
construction work that needs to be
completed in the field.
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Operations phase: Defined as the
extraction, production and upgrading of
bitumen, which consists of three operation
types: mining, in situ and upgrading.
OPEX (operating expenditures): A
category of expenditure that a business
incurs as a result of performing its normal
business operations.
Participation: Those who are employed
or unemployed and looking for work
are considered to be participating in the
labour force.
Petroleum industry: Global processes
of exploration extraction, refining,
transporting and marketing petroleum
products.
Regasification: A process of converting
liquefied natural gas (LNG) at −162 °C
temperature back to natural gas
at atmospheric temperature. LNG
gasification plants can be located on land
as well as on floating barges.
Retention: Activities based on keeping
or retaining workers within a company,
organization or industry.
Sector: Distinct subset of an industry
whose components share similar
characteristics.
Shale: Fine-grained sedimentary rock
from which liquid hydrocarbons can be
extracted.
Tight reservoir: Low-permeability rock,
including sandstone, siltstone, shale, and
carbonates.
Turnaround maintenance: Scheduled
shutdown of oil sands processing units or
plants for overhaul and repairs.
Unemployed: Percentage of the
economically active population that are
not working but want to work and are
actively looking for employment.
Workforce: Labour pool available in an
industry and/or sector.
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LNG facility operations by NOC and typical job titles
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Pipeline on-site construction at peak
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B.C. capital and operations spending to 2020
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